Price plans

The future is exciting.

Ready?

More than just calls and data
You might be a person who makes a lot of calls, but doesn’t use much data. Or you might be someone who
needs to be online all day at 4G speeds. Either way, Vodafone has a plan for you! But a plan with Vodafone is
more than just calls and data. Vodafone makes sure that you’re getting what you need.
We are always improving our network to give you the best network experience every day. And your plan
also covers you throughout the EU. And you can switch data bundles mid-plan. When you choose to get a
smartphone from us with your plan, you get to decide how you’ll pay for your smartphone: all at once or in
instalments. And you can change your smartphone whenever it’s right for you.

That’s why you choose Vodafone
Unlimited data for
the first 3 months
For the first 3 months, you get unlimited data to
enjoy our fast 4G network in the Netherlands to
the fullest. We keep you informed of your data
usage as you go. That way, you know how much
data you’re using, so that at the end of the 3
months you can choose the right plan for you.
This is something that only Red plans offer.

Change your smartphone
whenever it’s right for you
Dropped your smartphone? Lost it? Or just
ready for your next smartphone? With Vodafone
NEXT!, you can change smartphones just four
months into your contract – or with a SIM Only
plan, even just 2 months in!

		
All the mobility of
your home network,
anywhere in the EU

With Vodafone, you take your plan with you
when you travel. Because you can use all the
benefits of your plan anywhere in the EU. And
you can rely on the biggest 4G network while
you’re abroad.

Our super 4G network
At Vodafone, we are always improving our
network to give you the best network
experience every day. We even make sure that
you stay accessible in the most hard-to-reach
places, because now you can make calls both
on 4G and at home through your own WiFi
connection.

How our plans work
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Choose your plan
Do you make a lot of calls, but don’t use much data?
Or are you more of the ‘online all day,
every day’ type? We have a plan for everyone.

Start

If you mainly need to stay reachable, but don’t
surf on your smartphone much.

Red

If you need to do a lot of surfing as well as calling.

All our plans are also available as SIM Only.
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 hoose your smartphone and
C
how much you want to pay
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Choose your extra services

Pay per month or all at once. Or a combination of
both. Your monthly payment stops automatically
after 12 or 24 months.

Make your plan complete with even more add-ons,
like insurance, Entertainment, or a MultiData SIM.

Start plans
With all Start plans: data and calls in the EU from your bundle.*

Start S

Start M

Start L

Start XL

0
MB
data | 4G

500
MB
data | 4G

1
GB
data | 4G

2
GB
data | 4G

150 minutes
Unlimited texts

150 minutes
Unlimited texts

150 minutes
Unlimited texts

300 minutes
Unlimited texts

€10 /month

€11 /month

€13 /month

€20 /month

(incl. €6 discount)

(incl. €6 discount)

(incl. €8 discount)

Red plans
With all Red plans: data and calls in the EU from your bundle.

Red Essential

Red

Red Super

3
GB
data | 4G

data | 4G

10 GB

20
GB
data | 4G

Unlimited calls
and texts

Unlimited calls
and texts

Unlimited calls
and texts

100 calling minutes
from NL to EU

100 calling minutes
from NL to EU

100 calling minutes
from NL to EU

€26 /month

€30 /month

€36 /month

(incl. €10 discount)

(incl. €10 discount)

(incl. €10 discount)

* Calls and texts from NL to foreign numbers are not included in Start plans.
All prices are based on a 2-year SIM Only plan. One-year plans are available for €1 extra per month.

(incl. €6 discount)

Benefits for all
The My Vodafone app puts everything in your hands
You can see your usage, invoice and balance at a glance. You can also use the app to activate BloX or chat
with our customer service.

Choose how you want to stay online when your bundle ends
Even if you’ve used all your data, you don’t have to miss a thing, because you choose how you want to stay
online. The standard rate for data outside your bundle is €2 for an additional 200 MB. Don’t want the extra
costs? Then you can choose to stay online at a slower speed with BloX Limited Internet. Or go for full speed
ahead with the cost-effective Extra Data bundle (1, 3, 5 or 10 GB).

The Network Crew is on duty
The Network Crew is a special team at Vodafone dedicated to making sure that our network keeps running
optimally throughout the Netherlands at all times. If you ever do encounter a problem, they jump into
action to find the cause and come back to you with a solution. If within the first 30 days after the start of
your plan, you really do encounter a problem that they cannot solve, then you can simply cancel your plan.
With no extra cost to you.

Advantages abroad
Go on vacation and take your plan with you! With all our plans, you can call, text and use data anywhere in the
European Union. And you can rely on the biggest 4G network while you’re abroad. If you need more than your
plan, or if you travel outside the EU, we’ve got some other cost-effective bundles for you.

Need extra data?
Use our extra data bundles to get 1, 3, 5 or 10 GB of additional data, starting at just €7.50 per month.

Vacationing outside Europe?
With our specially priced data bundles you can keep using your smartphone outside the EU without breaking
the bank. Bundles of 30 calling minutes, 30 texts, 30 MB and 30 minutes of received calls outside the EU start
at just €5 per day (activated as standard when you leave the EU), and 100 calling minutes, 100 texts, 100 MB
and 100 minutes of received calls outside the EU for just €8.50 per day.

Save on calls abroad from the Netherlands
BloX 100 EU calling minutes
With BloX 100 EU calling minutes, for just €5 per month you can save on calls from the Netherlands
to landlines and mobile numbers in the EU.

BloX 50 World calling minutes
With BloX 50 World calling minutes, for just €12.50 per month you can save on calls from the Netherlands to
landlines and mobile numbers anywhere in the world (certain countries excepted).

Choose your add-ons
Two SIM cards, one data bundle
With the MultiData SIM, you get an extra SIM card for your tablet without an additional data bundle.
This MultiData SIM allows you to use all the data from your smartphone plan from either your smartphone
or your tablet. This service is available for €5 per month.

Stay reachable with a replacement smartphone
Smartphone broken? With the Replacement Smartphone Service, we pick it up and deliver you a
comparable smartphone to use while we’re repairing yours (if you bought yours through Vodafone; for
terms and conditions, see vodafone.nl/voorwaarden). This service is available for €2.54 per month.

Insure your valuable possession
The latest smartphone or tablet is a big investment, so it’s nothing short of a minor disaster if yours gets
dropped or stolen. The smart thing to do is make sure you backup everything, so at least your data is safe.
But it’s even smarter to insure your valuable possession for repair or replacement.
With Vodafone Garant, for just €5.50 per month you’re covered for a broken screen, abuse of your calling
minutes and the costs of a new SIM card. Or go all the way with the Garant Top package. Then you’re
covered for loss and theft as well. Compare the two packages with the table below. You can choose one of
them up to 30 days after buying your new smartphone.

Vodafone Garant
Garant Basic

Garant Top

Coverage against dropping device

Yes

Yes

Coverage against water/moisture damage

Yes

Yes

Coverage against theft, with breakage damage

Yes

Yes

Coverage against abuse of calling minutes

Yes

Yes

Worldwide coverage for 30 consecutive days

Yes

Yes

Coverage against loss of device (€100 deductible)

No

Yes

Coverage against pickpocketing (€100 deductible)

No

Yes

Deductible

€45 per event

€45 per month

Smartphone under €400

€5,50 per month

€10 per month

Smartphone between €400 and €600

€8 per month

€12,50 per month

Smartphone above €600 or tablet

€10,50 per month

€15 per month

For terms and conditions, see vodafone.nl/garant

Entertainment options
Vodafone also has you covered for entertainment on your smartphone. Listen to your favourite music,
watch the best films and series, or keep up with the hottest stories in the press. These services can be
added to any of our plans.

Netflix
Enjoy the best films and series anywhere
Stream the latest series and films in the park, on the road or simply at home on our super-fast 4G network
or WiFi. You can now try Netflix for one month, completely free. After that the cost is simply added to your
Vodafone bill.

Napster
Listen to your favourite music, anytime and anywhere
From the classics by your favourite artists to the latest hits on the top of the charts: Napster has
them all. Visit vodafone.nl/napster for our special offer and add Napster to your Vodafone bill.

Blendle
Read the best from newspapers and magazines
Read the most interesting stories from more than 100 newspapers and magazines. Blendle knows what
you like, and puts together a selection of the best articles for you every day. Visit vodafone.nl/blendle for
our current offer and add Blendle to your Vodafone bill.

Want to know more about our entertainment offerings?
Visit vodafone.nl/entertainment

Combine Vodafone
with Ziggo and receive

€5 discount per month
on your Red plan.

Double data
Twice as much gaming and
apps on your smartphone.

Extra TV package of your choice
Choose from Sports, Kids,
or Movies & Series.

Secure online package
All your devices protected
and virus-free online.

This offer applies to a Vodafone Red plan and Ziggo package with Internet & Digital TV including Mediabox or CI+ module.
For more information about these extras, visit vodafone.nl/non-stop

Our Mobile Internet plans
Need to get online, send emails, and update your calendar on your tablet? Choose our Mobile Internet
plan and you can use our super-fast network. Whatever your needs, we have the right plan for you.

Mobile Internet SIM Only

Month-to-month or 1 or 2-year plan

Beginner

Starter

Basic

Extra

200 MB

1
GB
data | 4G

3
GB
data | 4G

8
GB
data | 4G

When you need to get
online once in a while.

When you go online,
send email and use
apps daily.

When you go online,
send email and use
apps daily.

When you want to
watch videos and listen
to music ever day.
.

€30 /month

€50 /month

data | 3G

€12,50 /month €20 /month

General information
With all the plans in this brochure, you pay per second.
For all other rates, such outside bundle or connection costs, see vodafone.nl/tarieven
• To block premium text messaging services at no cost, go to smsdienstenfilter.nl
• For more information about calling in the Netherlands and abroad, see vodafone.nl
• Your data and minutes are valid for a month, unless stated otherwise.
• For new customers, connection costs of €25 per connection apply.
• In this brochure, “the Netherlands” refers to the Netherlands in Europe and does
not include the Dutch Antilles.
• For all countries that are included in the EU, see vodafone.nl
•
•

Want to know more
Terms and conditions apply to our services. Ask our sales
staff for a copy of the General Terms and Conditions or visit
vodafone.nl/voorwaarden

The future is exciting.

Ready?
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